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happenings
The latest news from ASH including a new e-commerce destination
and capsule collection

HAPPENINGS

Spotted!
ASH continues to grace the feet of style setters including Selena Gomez, Taylor Hill, Victoria Justice and Emma
Roberts. Roberts and model-of-the-moment Kaia Gerber (who just happens to be the daughter of 1980s supermodel
Cindy Crawford) embraced their masculine sides in chunky boots and lace-up styles. Ankle boots were also a top
pick for Sofie Richie who made a fashionable statement in a patent leather pair while model Emily Ratajkowski
matched her buckled style with a floral dress for an edgy look.

ASH
x
Filip Pagowski
Special Edition

Nikko
Emily Ratajkowski
Kaia Gerber

Power

The media is still buzzing about the ASH x FILIP PAGOWSKI
special edition capsule collection designed in collaboration with
renowned graphic artist, Filip Pagowski. The designer’s artwork
— including the fashion-forward “Tweed” and playful “Flame”
motifs — were brought to life on a series of limited edition sneakers
and accessory styles for men and women. Shop now at select stores
and ASH.com.

Shop on ASH.com
In case you missed the memo, ASH recently unveiled a new e-commerce destination, giving fans
around the world access to its latest collections including ready-to-wear, shoes, bags, accessories and
special collaboration items and exclusives. The site also features fresh content including the latest news
and updates, celebrity sightings, product launches and styling advice, courtesy of the user-generated
#ASHgirls gallery. Get clicking on ASH.com.
Emma Roberts
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Sofia Richie
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BEHIND THE SCENES

ASH spring/summer 2018 global advertising campaign

Date: 18th October 2017.
Location: An old rambling house on the outskirts of Hammersmith, reminiscent
of bygone London.
The vibe: Hurricane Ophelia may have been looming, but London was unseasonably
warm despite the usual British drizzle. The house was a photographer’s dream
with its original period fixtures, untouched interiors and faded grandeur. After
the shoot, everyone ended up congregating in the kitchen which was decorated
with bundles of dried lavender hanging from the ceiling.
The Team: A group of industry insiders including photographer Angelo Pennetta,
hair stylist Cyndia Harvey, makeup guru Lotten Holmqvist and renowned stylist
Camille Bidault-Waddington.
The ASH Girl: This season features just one campaign girl, French-American
actress and model Camille Rowe. Down-to-earth and friendly, she came alive in
front of the camera proving that she is one to watch.
Don’t forget to check out our behind-the-scenes video on ASH.com.

behind the
scenes

French-American model Camille Rowe makes her debut in the
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MUSE

Antonina Petkovic

cover girls

Fresh-faced beauty Antonina Petkovic started her modelling career
in 2012 after being discovered at an Elite modelling competition
in her native Serbia. It wasn’t long before she was walking the
catwalks of Paris and gracing the pages of Vogue magazine. Her
unique features and mysterious allure have made her the ultimate
campaign girl, while her chameleon-like style means that she’s
just as comfortable in a boho-inspired look as she is in a mini
dress and biker jacket. Thanks to her versatility she has starred
in three campaigns – spring/summer 2015, spring/summer 2016
and fall/winter 2017.

Bold, confident and fearless – we delve into the archives to uncover our favourite ASH
campaign girls from past to present

Camille Rowe
Camille Rowe is the newest face to join the ASH family. The FrenchAmerican actress and Victoria’s Secret model is the industry’s
girl-of-the-moment. Her modelling career began in Paris, where
she walked for all the major brands, before moving to the United
States at 21-years-old. Since then she has appeared on countless
of magazine covers while also pursuing a career on the silver
screen as an aspiring actress. She was recently ranked one of
the top 10 most influential French people in the world by Vanity
Fair magazine.
Rowe may have a baby face and innocent looks, but she knows
a thing or two about style. She is often spotted in effortless
combinations that are part retro, part high fashion, mixed in
with her signature Parisian insouciance. She makes her debut in
the spring/summer 2018 campaign.

Langley Fox
Langley is entertainment royalty — her mother is actress Mariel
Hemingway and her great grandfather is famous American writer,
Ernest Hemingway. That being said, the model-cum-illustrator
isn’t your typical “it” girl which makes her all the more intriguing.
When it comes to personal style, Fox marches to the beat of her
own drum and enjoys having fun with her fashion choices while
focusing on comfort and ease. A lover of vintage, she often mixes
heirlooms with DIY pieces that she injects with her own creative
spin. Her down-to-earth attitude and easy style made her the
perfect campaign girl for spring/summer 2017.
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Steffy Argelich
Spanish model Steffy Argelich began her modelling career at
a young age and was first spotted during a Mango audition in
Barcelona. By the time she was 17 she had moved to Paris and
was already a favourite with designers thanks to her tough attitude
and sultry Mediterranean looks. Argelich’s style is unique — a fan
of the 1970s and 1990s fashion, she is often spotted wearing a
T-shirt and jeans, while her wild hair and angular features give
her a distinctive edge. A rebel in every sense of the word, she took
the spotlight in the fall/winter 2017 campaign.

Matilda Dods
Australian model Matilda Dods hails from the surfer town of Byron
Bay in Sydney, and was discovered by photographer and designer
Hedi Slimane. Brands and editors continue to gravitate towards
her rock ‘n’ roll style, making her the ultimate cool girl in fashion.
A breath of fresh air, the willowy brunette is more of a tomboy
with a striking look that includes her signature blunt fringe. She
made headlines in the spring/summer 2017 campaign soaking up
the sun in a vintage car while rocking the glamorous Alexa heels.
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summer of love

Soak up the sun’s rays in a boho-inspired wardrobe of dusty pastels,
flowy silhouettes and modern denim

Vicuna jacket
T-shirt, stylist’s own
Python pants
Neo sneakers
Virgin denim jacket
Plover Dragon Fly jeans
Tulum wedges
Scarf, belt and jewellery, stylist’s own
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Cardinal top
Gecko Midnight poncho
Pandora sandals
Jewellery, stylist’s own
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STYLE

Viper jacket
Rockdove Print dress
Ginger Bis boots

Vikki jacket
Poison Ivy jeans
Lola sandals
Top, belt and jewellery, stylist’s own
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rock of ages
From Woodstock to Coachella, we trace the evolution of the modern music festival

Believe it or not, music festivals date as far back as 6th Century B.C. in Greece where live music was part of the ancient Pythian
Games.
The music festival as we know it, however, can be traced to Woodstock in 1969, where 400,000 hippies converged to pay homage
to peace and love while listening to legends such as Janis Joplin, Jimi Hendrix, The Who and The Grateful Dead. It may not have
been the world’s first-ever music festival, but it was a pivotal moment in history and sowed the seeds for a cultural ritual that
continues to thrive.

As they got bigger and more popular, a star-studded line-up was no
longer enough to draw in the crowds. Organisers began to incorporate
other forms of entertainment such as art and culture. Burning Man
may be known for its techno DJs but art installations are also erected
especially for the event and then burned to the ground. Not to be
left behind, Coachella introduced architectural installations in 2009.
Austin City Limits even has an art market you can browse.
Other festivals include workshops or experiences that are designed
to feed the mind and body – literally and figuratively. Food is a major
draw at events like Wonderfruit in Thailand where the Theatre of
Feasts hosts banquets created by some of Asia’s most prestigious
and innovative chefs. Elsewhere revellers are invited to tap into
their spiritual side and take part in transformative workshops that
embrace all forms of wellness be it yoga or meditation.

Fashion also plays a starring role. After Kate Moss was spotted
wearing a super chic outfit at Glastonbury Festival in England in
2004, festival style became an official fashion phenomenon. The
focus moved offstage as attendees started to express their personal
style in a range of looks that would become huge trends, be it boho
hippy or rock chic. Social media and advent of technology continues
to revolutionise the experience by spreading the images (and music)
around the globe.
Whether you go for the art or music, there is no doubt that music
festivals will continue to tap into the cultural zeitgeist for many
generations to come.
This year ASH has something special lined up at Coachella. Visit
www.ASH.com for updates!

It was over the next few decades that music festivals began to flourish across the globe. Although each one was dedicated to a
specific genre, be it rock, alternative or jazz, their ultimate goal was the same — to bring together like-minded people to share in
their passion for sound.
By the mid-noughties, a new generation of music lovers were looking for a new experience altogether. One-day only events were
extended to multiple days over consecutive weekends. No longer reserved for the disenfranchised youth and countercultures,
festivals became mainstream and open to all.

festival calendar 2018
Austin City Limits, Austin, Texas, USA : October 5-7; October 12-14
Burning Man, Nevada, USA : August 26 – September 3
Coachella, Indio, California, USA : April 13-15; April 20-22
Fuji Rock, Yuzawa, Niigata Prefecture, Japan : July
Lollapalooza, Chicago, Illinois, USA : August 2-5
Tomorrowland, Boom, Belgium : July 20-22; July 27-29
Summersonic, Chiba, Tokyo : Mid-August
Splendour in the Grass, Byron Bay, Australia : July 21
SXSW, Austin, Texas, USA : March 9-18
Wonderfruit, Pattaya, Thailand : December 2018
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RTW HIGHLIGHTS

2

Egret pink
embroidered top

“This jacket was inspired by a vintage
piece I found over 20 years ago! It’s a
great summer jacket that you can wear
with everything including shorts, jeans
and cotton dresses.”

“I love this top’s femininity and relaxed
sexiness. The graphic ethnic embroidery and
cotton fabric keep it cool and understated. It
looks even better with sneakers.”

style picks

Catherine Brickhill

From ASH ready-to-wear designer

Vanga
leather jacket

Paon Military pants

Bobcat shorts

“These stretch vintage-washed combat pants
have an authentic lived-in feel and really cool
detailing. The ankle zip changes the leg shape
depending on what shoes you are wearing.”

“Based on a pair of desert military shorts I
found years ago, this style is updated with
topstitching, military braiding and ASH
buttons. Wear it with lingerie inspired feminine
tops and a tough leather jacket.”

8

3

Pheasant cropped
denim jeans

Verreaux
military jacket

4

7

6

“This sailor-style denim comes with lacing
at the back and a frayed hem. It looks
great with a grey T shirt or embroidered
vest for easy, chic appeal.”

“This cotton canvas jacket is bad ASH and
features our signature rocking buttons. It has
just right amount of detail to create a chic,
vintage military or safari look.”

9

Vultura
perfecto jacket

Tibet T-shirt

“This reminds me of my fabulous trip to
India and the incredible craftsmanship I
found there. I love the contrast between
biker codes and ethnic embroidery.
Mix it up with a long, embroidered
tulle skirt and T-shirt.”

“This T-shirt combines toughness (it was
inspired by Indian military insignia) with
a sweet touch, as seen in the embroidered
elephant and printed flowers. Wear it with the
Bobcat shorts or suede leggings.”

5

Virgin denim jacket
“A classic Airforce jacket is updated with
a vintage wash reminiscent of 1970s San
Francisco denim. Go all out and wear it with
head-to-toe denim.”
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Rainbow
sweatshirt dress
“This piece is all about easy dressing with
attitude. It looks super cool on its own or over
leggings. The delicate embroideries and sporty
sleeve seaming beg for a closer look.”

TREND REPORT
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Pretty
Pastels

ASH spring/summer 2018 Editor’s Picks

Pastels are making a comeback! This season’s variations are good enough to eat thanks to an ice cream
worthy palette of mint, blue, yellow and pink. They add a feminine touch to sporty styles.

Lucky Star

Nicky

Nina

Venus

trending

Dazed

Fashion-meets-body-art in a series of styles inspired by traditional Japanese tattoos. Irezumi motifs including
colourful flowers and animals appear as though they’ve been hand painted onto slip-ons and sneakers for a bold look.

Get
Inked

Sunny

Poseidon

Viva

Noa

Peace

Virgin denim jacket
Tarantula tank
Plover jeans
Dazed sneakers
Jewellery, stylist’s own
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Sock
Off

Forget the sock-and-sandal trend — the sock-sneaker is all the rage with street style stars. High on
comfort, the latest designs come with trendy details such as contrasting textures, fresh colours and bold
patterns.

Loafing
Around

The backless loafer is the shoe of the season. Make a statement in embellished styles decorated with ribbons
that are reminiscent of vintage silk scarves. Other versions feature metallic leather, prints or sporty details.

Eloise

Free
Link

Shake

Elite
Enjoy

Party

Ninja
Legend

Amp up your summer sandals with beadings and embroideries that are part tribal, part world
traveller. Don’t be afraid to experiment with bold colours such as red, yellow and turquoise
while fringing adds a boho touch.

Pandora

Spot

Global
Beats

Tulum

Summer calls for studs, studs and more studs! Fashion’s favourite embellishment is dotted on sandal straps,
block heels and even outer soles. Why stop there? Choose from all shapes, sizes and metallic finishes.

Lucy

Luna

Rush

Liza

Polynesia

Maya

Rolls
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High
Shine

Poison
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desert rose

Classic biker chic heats up this season with a touch of romance

Vanga jacket
Paula pants
Pandora sandals

Vicuna jacket
Scarf, stylist’s own
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Thornbill tank
Ginger Bis boots
Shorts and belt, stylist’s own

STYLE
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LIFESTYLE

filip pagowski
Graphic artist Filip Pagowski is the creative mind behind some of the fashion and art world’s
most iconic images. He talks about his recent collaboration with ASH and what inspires him

filip’s top 10 playlist
1. Image Part 1 by Hank Levine
2. VP Blues by Eddie Palmieri
3. My Melody by Eric B. & Rakim
4. Manhattan Studio - Lennie Tristano
5. Brasileirinho by Chiquinho Do Acordeon
6. El Bantú by Ray Barretto
7. Personegem by Arto Lindsay
8. Ballad of a Thin Man by Bob Dylan
9. Yeh, Yeh by Georgie Fame & The Blue Flames
10. Since I Found My Baby by The Metros

Why did you choose a career in the creative
arts?
In a way I had no choice. My mother was a painter
and my father a graphic designer/illustrator. As
a kid I was addicted to drawing, watched a lot of
westerns and pirate movies and loved studying
period costumes. When I was 18 I entered the
Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw but eventually
quit school to move to New York. I spent the next
30 plus years doing illustration and design work,
eventually working with clients in other parts of
the world including Asia.

Valdez jacket
Virgin denim jacket
Polecat jeans
Luna sandals
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How did the collaboration with ASH come
about?
I heard that ASH was interested in a collaboration.
I got curious and went to Paris to meet [creative
director] Patrick [Ithier] and we had a great
conversation. He guided me without feeling too
pushy or restrictive. It was a good match.
Tell us about your designs for ASH...
It wasn’t about making a statement – it was more
about developing an artistic look, with colours and
graphics. I specialise in a simple look because I

don’t like things over complicated. With “Tweed,” I
liked this idea of playing with the various elements
that make up the pattern such as the Herringbone.
I wanted the “Flame,” to contrast entirely – it’s
more graphic with bigger design elements.
Where do you get your inspiration in general?
I never know what inspires me. The secret of
inspiration is being open to things around you. I
don’t like looking at other designs because I don’t
want to get attached to something that already
exists. I want to do something that’s hopefully
original and that will inspire people in a positive
way.
How do you choose your projects?
I am not too fussy because I think I should be
able to tackle different projects. Design to me is
about problem solving. Something may sound
boring but how you can make it interesting is a
fun challenge.
Has the digital era changed the power of the
visual image?
It’s a debate which I can’t answer myself. With
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social media and the internet, you can reach people
you never knew existed. That is a big plus – you
can share your work with others, get inspired and
have lots of fun doing it. But everything that has
a plus has a minus – there’s a lot of junk floating
out there.
How is technology changing how you work?
I had to adjust to using a computer at some point
during my creative process, but I am trying to limit
it. Doing things the old fashioned way means that
my images look fresher and have more gesture.
It’s also quicker. Being hands-on gives you that
unpredictability and adds spontaneity to my work
that’s intriguing and fun.
What do you want people to take away from
your work?
Enjoyment is a big part of it. Besides being
entertained, I hope that I make people think a
little bit and discover there is more to it than
meets the eye.
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DISCOVERY

spin
doctors

Piccadilly Records

ASH uncovers the best record shops around the world

Founded in the late 1970s, Piccadilly Records is legendary
and includes music royalty among its customers. In its
current incarnation, the store is a bastion for alternative
music, covering the indie and dance music genres,

Next Records

alongside new music and reissues.
53 Oldham St, Manchester M1 1JR, Great Britain;
www.piccadillyrecords.com

Next Records stocks original pressing 12-inch singles,
most of which are acquired by the owner during his
frequent travels (new stock arrives every Friday). Expect
to browse over 10,000 titles covering hip-hop, disco,
funk, and R&B.

Snickars Records

2F, Ryukou Bldg, 11-11 Udagawa-cho,
Shibuya-ku, Tokyo, Japan;

Amoeba Music

Founded by DJ and producer Mika in 1995, Snickars is

Having opened its doors in 2001, Amoeba is an institution

behind an art gallery, it specialises in secondhand records

Rm360

and is still one of the largest independent music stores

covering dance, soul, funk, disco, hip-hop, jazz, techno,

Rm360 was founded by one of Seoul’s best DJs, Soulscape,

in the United States. The Sunset outlet reigns supreme

pop and rock. Scratch sessions are held every Saturday.

who also runs a music collective called 360 Sounds.

and features a constantly evolving selection of new and

Hökens gata 11, 116 46 Stockholm, Sweden;

Although Korean music is well represented, they are

used vinyl, from classic artists to obscure bands.

www.snickarsrecords.com

known for their secondhand vinyl covering jazz, soul,

www.nextrecordsjapan.net

a place where the city’s music lovers hang out. Hidden

6400 Sunset Blvd. Los Angeles, CA 90028, USA;

funk and 1980s hip-hop.

www.amoeba.com

985-11 Bangbae-dong, Seocho-gu, Seoul, South Korea;
www.rm360.cafe24.com

Retroactivo Records
Although this store is small, it exclusively stocks vinyl
with over 30,000 titles covering greats such as The Rolling
Stones to bands like The Velvet Underground (vintage
album covers also grace the walls). They also carry limited
editions and secondhand records.
Jalapa 125, Col. Roma Norte, Mexico City, Mexico;

Hear Records

www.retroactivorecords.com.mx

Boasting two locations, Hear Records has an inventory

Wax Museum Records

of over 7,000 used records and 4,000 new vinyl covering
everything from classics to future classics, with new

Hidden in a subway tunnel, this little gem was founded

shipments coming in monthly. The owner also accepts

Spacehall
Exiles Records

This chic and minimalist space is ultramodern and

Exiles may not have the biggest selection but the quality
of what’s on offer keeps collectors coming back. Known
for its rock vinyl and CDs, the staff is super knowledgeable
and friendly – plus they’ll happily recommend the hottest

by local DJs Aux One and Mixa and includes a range of

special orders and requests.

records that they have mixed exclusively for the store.

175B Bencoolen Street, Singapore 189651;

Expect plenty of hip-hop, soul, funk, jazz and electronic,

www.hearrecords.com.sg

both foreign and local.

features three interconnected rooms that house Europe’s

Shop 2, Campbell Arcade, Flinders Street Subway,

best selection of dance music, from soul and jazz to

Melbourne, Victoria 3000, Australia;

industrial and new wave music. The backroom is the

www.waxmuseumrecords.com.au

place to find those rare gems.

spots in town.

33 Zossener Strasse, 10961 Berlin, Germany;

Honduras 5270, Palermo Soho,

www.spacehall.de

Buenos Aires, Argentina, 1414;
www.exilesrecords.com
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moodboard

in bloom

Get inspired by street style stars.
See more on

@annapenello

@fashionismyfortee
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Spring’s florals have gone edgy, making this classic print cool and covetable. Our favourite interpretation
can be seen on this pair of Nak Bis sneakers. This best-selling style now comes in metallic silver for
a futuristic look, while 3D floral appliques add a splash of colour. Everything’s coming up roses…
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